
Ptolemy to Velikovsky
Eratosthenes: 276-195 BC

• How big is the earth?

• Sun is vertically above Syene (Aswan) whereas 
it is 7° off the vertical at Alexandria,

• Distance is 720 km 

•  Gives ~5900 km instead of 6400.

• First step into finding how big the universe is!

•How far is the Moon?

• Moon is about 1/2° in the sky

• Can use the moon as a "Screen" on which the 
shadow of the earth is projected: 

• The shadow of the Earth ~2° wide. 
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• Radius of the earth ~6500 km (4000 mi).

• This gives d ~ 375,000 km

• d =  384,400 km by modern methods.

• How far is the sun? • If the sun is closer, half-moon will occur earlier

• Much More Clever: If the sun was infinitely far away, 
then half-moon would occur exactly half way through 
month.

•Very hard to estimate when half moon 
occurs

•  This gave an earth-sun distance ~20 times 
Earth-Moon distance.

• Hence ~7,500,000 km.

• We now know the distance ~150,000,000 km

• Implies the sun is a red-hot stone bigger than 
Greece! (Anaxagoras)

One more discovery by the 
Babylonians/Greeks

• What is the 
North star

• The point the 
stars appear to 
rotate round



Hipparchus:  160-127 BC.
Precession of the Equinoxes

• Earth's axis is 
tilted, but 
doesn't always 
point to the 
same place 
(i.e. the North 
Star isn't 
always!)

• March 21st & Sept 21st are 
special days: Sun is above the 
equator, but where on the 
equator?

• % Aries 2000 BC

• % Pisces 100 BC 

• (which is why the Christians 
chose the fish as their symbol)
• And now 

• This is the dawning of the age of Aquarius

• All of these ideas came together in the 
Almagest (13 Volumes on Astronomy)

• First real model of the universe

• Ptolemaic model

Ptolemy ~140 AD • The simplest 
model is 
Geocentric: Earth 
at the centre 

• Moon, Venus, 
Mercury, the Sun, 
Mars, Jupiter, and 
Saturn in circular 
orbits

• Stars and crystal 
sphere beyond



• Suppose that the earth revolved around the 
sun. 

• In observing two distant stars, angle between 
them would change during year

• Since the separation between the stars doesn't 
change, the earth must be stationary.

Why the earth must be 
stationary:

• Mercury and Venus never get far from sun.

• Retrograde Motion.

• Changing brightness of planets  during year: 
always brightest when south at midnight

But

• Orbits of Mercury and 
Venus are locked to that of 
the sun.  

• All planets are given 
epicyclic orbits: they orbit 
about a point, which 
revolves about the 
deferent - or orbital path 
about the earth. 

• Finally, the earth is 
removed slightly to off-
centre 

• A medieval 
fragment 

• Il sole no si 
muove (The sun 
does not move) 
Leonardo da 
Vinci



• And we can even get it to work! COPERNIKUS (1473-1543)

• Ptolemy's model now required 40 epicycles to 
explain the increasingly accurate observations.

de Revoutionlis Coelestis

• Copernicus proposed a 
Heliocentric solar system. 

• His model used circular 
orbits, so still needed 
epicycles.

•Motion of Mercury & 
Venus "unlocked" from 
sun.
•Lack of parallax 
because fixed stars are 
very far away

•So why did people at 
the time believe in 
Copernicus?



 Reasons for asserting the 
earth is motionless: 

1. David in Psalm 89: God has founded the earth and it 
shall not be moved. 

2. Joshua bade the sun stand still-which would not be 
notable  were it already at rest. 

3. The earth is the heaviest element, therefore it more 
probably needs rest. 

4.% Everything loose on the earth seeks its rest on the 
earth, why should not the whole earth itself be at rest? 

4.We always see half of the heavens and the fixed stars 
also in a great half circle, which we could not see if the 
earth moved, and especially if it declined to the north 
and south... 

5.A stone or an arrow shot straight up falls straight down.  
But if the earth turned under it, from west to east, it 
must fall west of its starting point.

6.In such revolutions houses and towers would fall in 
heaps. 

7.High and low tide could not exist; the flying of birds 
and the swimming of fish would be hindered and all 
would be in a state of dizziness.

Reasons for the belief that 
the earth is moved:

• The sun, the most excellent, the greatest and 
the midmost star, rightly stands still like a king 
while all the other stars with the earth swing 
round it.

• That you believe that the heavens revolve is 
due to ocular deception similar to that of a man 
on a ship leaving shore.

• That Joshua bade the sun stand still Moses 
wrote for the people in accordance with the 
popular misconception

4.As the planets are each a special created thing in the 
heavens, so the earth is a similar creation and similarly 
revolves. 

5.The sun fitly rests at the centre as the heart does in the 
middle of the human body.

6.Since the earth has is itself its especial centrum, a stone 
or an arrow falls freely out of the air again to its own 
centrum as do all earthly things. 

7.The earth can move five miles in a second more readily 
than the sun can go forty miles in the same time.

Voight (1667). Der Kurstgunstein Einfalt                                
Mathematisher Raritaten Erstes Hundert.



Tycho Brahe 1546-1601

•  Note the tin nose ...

•Ruler of island of Haven, off 
coast of Denmark.
•Constructed Uraniborg to 
measure position of planets and 
stars
•“Now it is quite clear to me that 
there are no solid spheres in the 
heavens, and those devised by 
the authors to save the 
appearances exist only in the 
imaginations for the purpose of 
permitting the mind to conceive 
the motion which the heavenly 
bodies trace in their courses.”

Kepler 1571-1627

• Corresponded with Brahe and acquired records 
after his death.

•  (i.e. refused to give them up to his heirs)

Planets move in ellipses, 
with one focus at the 
sun
I.e. The idea that circles 
were “perfect” is wrong



GALILEO  (1564-1642)
• The final nail in 

the coffin of 
Ptolemaic model

• The phases of 
Venus

But a failure that lasted 
1400 years!

And finally required 
Newton to provide the 

correct theory

A Failure

So do we know all about the 
solar system?

•Herschel discovered Uranus 
(1781)

•But orbit slightly distorted

•Le Verrier (& independently 
John Adams) predicted 
Neptune

•Found by Galle (1846)

But then..

• Mercury also showed an anomaly: perihelion 
position advances by 43”/century

• Fact that orbits are closed is "coincidence".

• not true for any potentials except r2 , 1
r
, 1
r2



• Le Verrier predicted new planet, Vulcan, inside 
Mercury’s orbit

• Too close to sun to be seen directly , but could 
be seen “in transit”

• Like this!

• Found repeatedly by many observers, starting 
with Lescarbault in 1859

• But unfortunately it’s Newtons theory of 
gravitation that goes wrong

• Requires one Albert Einstein to put it right 
with concepts of curved space

• Did they see anything?

• Maybe asteroids: could be a 
small one close to earth

• Or could be a small asteroid 
cloud inside Mercury’s orbit, but 
none bigger than 60 km

• Or possibly a comet: SOHO has 
seen many hit sun that are never 
seen from earth

• Maybe we need a planet called Vulcan.

• Star Trek puts it round the star 40-Eridani: 
quite sensible

On the other hand ...



• Moon of Mercury: UV observations by Mariner 
in 1974 picked up hot star. Lasted 4 days!

• Moon of Venus (Neith) noted by Cassini in 
1672, but not published. Probably a star, may 
have been ocular reflection

• Earth’s second moon (thank you Jules Verne!)

• Except we have lots now

SO what else have we found? Canals of Mars
• Noted by 
Schiaparelli

• Mistranslated: 
“Canali” = 
channels or 
gullies!

• Studied by 
Lowell

• Who was 
probably 
observing his 
own eye

Planet X
• Lots of suggestions for trans-Neptunian planets

• Based on comet observations, distorted orbits
•                          Lowell's X    Pickering's O    Pluto

a (mean dist)                43.0           55.1          39.5
e (eccentricity)              0.202          0.31          0.248
T (perihelion date)       Febr 1991       Jan 2129      Sept 1989
u (mean annual motion)       1.2411          0.880         1.451
P (period, years)          282             409.1         248
m (mass, Earth=1)            6.6             2.0           0.002
M (magnitude)              12-13            15            15

• So discovery of Pluto was pure luck! 

But it doesn’t even look like a 
normal planet

• Pluto and Charon



How  big is the solar system?
• For a long time Pluto set the bounds, but now 

Quaoar

• And it’s really far out

And Sedna
• Sedna is almost at its closest;  10,000-year orbit takes it into 

the Oort cloud which is the origin of comets.

Can there be anything further 
out?

• Definitely: expect millions (billions?) of small objects

• But large planets very unlikely (we already have limits

• What exactly is a planet? (Sedna and Quaoar are "objects")

• No easy answer: conventionally we take original 8 as planets, 
and say everything else is not (i.e. Pluto isn't: it’s a dwarf 
planet).



What 
else?
How 
about 

Nemesis?

• Mass extinctions on earth seem 
to follow a 30 million year cycle

• K-T boundary/extinction of 
dinosaurs about 65 million 
years ago.

• Sun has a small companion star 
in 30 million year elliptical 
orbit: passes through Oort 
cloud of comets, disturbs them 
enough to fall into inner solar 
system

• No bright star anywhere close to sun

• IRAS shows no large infra-red object

• Really unlikely!

• But finally, a mystery: the Pioneer anomaly

• Pioneer 10 & 11 launched back in 1975

• Likely to confuse aliens since the plaque shows naked 
white people

• Tracked until 1998: now well outside solar 
system



• Anomalous acceleration towards sun with tiny 
value aP = (8.74 ±1.33) x 10-10 ms-2.

• (1 ten-billionth of acceleration of gravity)

• Could be something exotic: e.g we don’t 
understand gravity at large distances

• More likely (Viktor Toth) waste heat from low 
energy nuclear reactor on board

• But no one can find the blueprints!

• And no other space probes show anomaly

• But do we actually understand anything about 
the solar system?

• Here’s a really unusual view!


